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For quartic fields with a quadratic subfield, explicit lower bounds of the
regulators are given in terms of the discriminant. Further, these bounds are shown
to be in a sense best possible by constructing infinitely many quartic fields with
explicit fundamental units whose regulators approach our lower bounds as their
discriminants become large. The fields constructed are new families of non-galois
fields given by explicit quartic polynomials.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
1.1. Problems
Let r(F ) be the unit rank of an algebraic number field F of finite degree
n(F ), discriminant DF , regulator RF , and let r0(F ) be the maximum of the
unit ranks of all proper subfields of F. In [12], J. H. Silverman proved
RF>c logr(F )&r0(F )(d |DF | ) with explicit constants c, d depending only on
n(F ), and conjectured that the exponent r(F )&r0(F ) cannot be replaced by
a larger one. More exactly, he raised
Problem 1. Fixing n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ), construct infinitely many fields F
such that RF=O(logr(F )&r0(F ) |Df | ) as |DF |  .
For n(F ) 3, solutions of Problem 1 have already been given by older
results in Ishida [4], Shanks [11], Pohst [9], etc. Only T. W. Cusick [1]
studied it for n(F )=4. Related to this, we are also interested in a more
general
Problem 2. Fixing n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ), estimate RF from below by an
explicit function B of discriminants, and construct infinitely many fields F
so that RF is asymptotically close to B as discriminants become large.
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Any solution of Problem 1 will claim that one cannot give a better lower
bound of RF by log|DF | alone without using discriminants of subfields, and
also it may be regarded as a solution of Problem 2 in the sense that RFB
is bounded, but such a solution is not yet known in general.
The object of this paper is to solve Problem 2 for quartic fields with a
quadratic subfield. Lower bounds of RF are improved by the factor of the
logarithm of quadratic discriminants. To obtain them, we estimate DF from
above by elementary calculus. Utilizing these lower estimates of RF , we can
determine fundamental units of special F with asymptotically minimal RF
as in Propositions 2, 4 and 6 below. This indicates that our new estimates
of RF are in a sense best possible, though our results do not necessarily
solve Problem 1 as they use discriminants of subfields. Relative units play
an important role in our situation. For quartic fields without a quadratic
subfield, an analogous approach seems to be difficult. Several expressions
appearing in the following sections are so complicated that they can be
precisely evaluated only with the help of computer algebra or some
machine computation.
1.2. Theorems
Let F be a quartic field with a quadratic subfield. Then
(n(F), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 1, 1), (4, 1, 0), (4, 2, 1) or (4, 3, 1).
We investigate these 4 cases, which are of some interest including the
simplest case of r(F )>r0(F )>0
When (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 1, 1), namely for quartic CM fields F, a
solution of both Problems 1 and 2 is given by Remark 3 in Section 2.4.
When (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4,1,0), namely for quartic non-CM fields F
of unit rank 1 with or without a quadratic subfield, a solution of both
Problems 1 and 2 is given by
Theorem 1. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4,1,0). Then the estimate RF B
holds with an explicit B such that
B=
1
4
log
DF
16
+o(1) as DF  ,
and there are infinitely many non-galois F such that RF=B+o(1) as
DF  , or equivalently
RF=
1
4
log
DF
16
+o(1) as DF  .
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When (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 2, 1) or (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 3, 1),
namely for quartic fields F of unit rank 2 or 3 with a real quadratic sub-
field, Problem 2 is solved by the following theorems:
Theorem 2. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 2, 1) and K be the real qua-
dratic subfield of F. Then the estimates RKB1 , RF RKB2 hold, so the
estimate RFB1 B2 holds, with explicit B1 , B2 such that
B1=
1
2
log DK+o(1) as DK  ,
B2=
1
6
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  ,
and there are infinitely many F such that RF t2B1B2 as DK , |DF |  , or
exactly
RK=
1
2
log DK+o(1) as DK  ,
RF
RK
=
1
3
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  .
Theorem 3. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 3, 1). (i) Assume that F has a
unique quadratic subfield K. Then the estimates RKB1 , RFRKB2 hold,
so the estimate RFB1B2 holds, with explicit B1 , B2 such that
B1=
1
2
log DK+o(1) as DK  , B2=
- 3
80
log2
DF
16
,
and there are infinitely many non-galois F such that RF t(20- 327) B1 B2
as DK , DF  , or exactly
RK=
1
2
log DK+o(1) as DK  ,
RF
RK
=
1
36
log
DF
16
log
DF
210
+o(1) as DF  .
(ii) Assume that F has three distinct quadratic subfields K1 , K2 , K3 .
Then the estimates RK1B1 , RK2B2 , RK3B3 , RFRK1 RK2 RK3 1 hold,
so the estimate RFB1B2B3 holds, with explicit B1 , B2 , B3 such that
Bj= 12 log DKj+o(1) as DKj   (1 j3),
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and there are infinitely many F such that RF t4B1 B2B3 as DKj 
(1 j3), or exactly RF=4RK1RK2RK3 with
RKj=
1
2 log(dj DKj)+o(1) as DKj   (1 j3),
where d1=d2=1, d3=4.
1.3. Notations
In Section 2, we shall briefly review the results of known cases refor-
mulating them as solutions of Problems 1 and 2. A family of quartic poly-
nomials will be studied in Section 3 to construct infinitely many F with
asymptotically minimal RF . Theorems 1, 2, and 3 will be proved in Sec-
tions 4, 5 and 6 respectively.
We always assume that F is a subfield of C. The group of units (resp.
roots of unity) of F is denoted by EF (resp. WF). We often utilize a real
function l(x) defined by
l(x)=log( 12(x+- x2&4))=arccosh(x2) (x2). (1)
It is a strictly monotone increasing function with asymptotic behavior
l(x)=log x+o(1) as x  . (2)
For x1 and y2, the equivalences
log x>l( y)  x+x&1>y  x2+x&2>y2&2
log x<l( y)  x+x&1<y  x2+x&2<y2&2= (3)
hold.
2. Known Cases
2.1. Case (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(2, 1, 0)
For real quadratic fields, Pohst [9, Satz XIII] shows that
RFB :=l(- DF),
where the equality holds if and only if DF=s2+4 with s # N. There are
infinitely many F such that DF=s2+4 with s # N because s2+4 is square
free for infinitely many s # N as is well-known for example in [6]. This
gives a solution of Problem 2. Since (2) implies that
B= 12 log DF+o(1) as DF  ,
this solves Problem 1, too.
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2.2. Case (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(3,1,0)
For cubic fields with unit rank 1, Artin (cf. [4, Lemma 2]) shows that
RF>B :=
1
3
log
|DF+24|
4
.
Clearly
B=
1
3
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  .
For s # N, let =>1 be the zero of the irreducible cubic polynomial
X3&sX2&1, and F=Q(=). Ishida [4, Theorem 1] shows that infinitely
many F satisfy DF=&4s3&27 and RF=log =. Since s<=<s+1, for this
family of F, we have
RF=
1
3
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  .
Hence Problems 1 and 2 are solved.
2.3. Case (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(3, 2, 0)
For cubic fields with unit rank 2, a result in Pohst [9] is useful. Putting
z=xLF=x - DF4 in [9, (47)], we obtain the equation
(x3&x)(x&LF &LF &1)=1. (4)
From [9, Satz XIV], it follows that
RFB :=
1
16
log2
DF
4
+
3
4
log2 xDF ,
where xDF is the root of (4) in the open interval (1&LF
&1, 1). Clearly
B=
1
16
log2
DF
4
+o(1) as DF  .
For s # N, let =>1 be the root of the irreducible cubic polynomial
X3&sX2&(s+3)X&1, and F=Q(=). Then Shanks [11] shows that
infinitely many F satisfy DF=(s2+3s+9)2 and RF=log 2s+3s&1log s+
O(s&2log s). For this family of the simplest cubic fields F, we have
RF=
1
16
log2 DF+o(1) as DF  .
Hence RF tB, namely Problems 1 and 2 are solved.
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Remark 1. Pohst's original result says that xDF=z0L
&1
F is the least
root of (4) in the open interval (L&1F , +), but it requires a slight
modification. Since LF=- DF 4 72, each one of the 4 open intervals
(&, &1), (L&1F , 2L
&1
F ), (1&L
&1
F , 1), (LF+L
&1
F , +) contains one root
of the quartic equation (4), and, among the three positive roots, the one in
(1&L&1F , 1) makes |log x| the smallest. Therefore we should take this root
to estimate RF from below as we are evaluating the minimum value of a
quadratic form. Namely z0>1 should be replaced by z0>LF &1 in [9,
Satz XIV].
Remark 2. The preceding quadratic and cubic cases are stated in [1],
where estimations and citations are incomplete, however.
2.4. Case r(F )=r0(F )=(n(F )2)&1
For CM fields, it is well-known (cf. [13, Theorem 4.12, Proposition
4.16]) that QRF=2r(F )RK , where K :=F & R and Q :=(EF : WFEK) 2.
When K is fixed, only a finite number of F satisfy Q=2 by Remak [10].
This indicates that RF is determined by RK with finite possible exceptions.
We give here a simple lemma which restricts the case where Q=2.
Lemma 1. If DFD&2K , which is the absolute norm of the relative dis-
criminant of FK, does not divide 2n(F ), then Q=1, and consequently
RF=2r(F )RK .
Proof. Suppose Q=2. Then there exists an = # EF such that
== # WF "W 2F . Taking a suitable odd power of =, we assume that
` :=== # WF is of order a power of 2. The absolute norm of the relative dis-
criminant of = is equal to NKQ(=&= )2=(&1)n(F )2 NFQ((`&1)= ), which is
easily seen to divide 2n(F ), whence the lemma, as F=K(=).
Remark 3. Over any fixed totally real field, we can construct infinitely
many totally imaginary quadratic extensions, and then their regulators are
bounded. Hence Problems 1, 2 are solved for general CM fields. When
n(F )=4, Lemma 1 and Section 2.1 yield that RF2l(- DK) for DF
64D2K , where the equality holds if and only if DK=s
2+4 with s # N.
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the estimate RFlog ((3+- 5)2) is
always true, where the equality holds if and only if K=Q(- 5).
3. Quartic Relative Units
In this section, we study a family of quartic polynomials to use in the
following sections. For
(s, t, u) # N_Z_[\1] with (s, t, u){(1, &1, 1),
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define a polynomial f # Z[X] by
f=X4&sX3+(t+2u)X2&usX+1.
Factoring the resultant of f and its derivative dfdX, we can show that the
discriminant Df of f is given by
Df=D21D2 with D1 :=s
2&4t, D2 :=(t+4u)2&4us2.
Since X4f (uX)=f (X) and since X2&u does not divide f we see that f has
the 4 zeros
=, u=&1, ', u'&1 # C with |=||'|1.
Hence : :==+u=&1, ; :='+u'&1 are the 2 zeros of the polynomial
X2&sX+t. Put
F=Q(=), K=Q(- D1), L=Q(- D2), M=Q(- D1D2).
Then K=Q(:)F=K(=)=K(- :2&4u).
Remark 4. It is impossible that K and L are both imaginary quadratic
because 4uD1+D2=(t&4u)20 and u=1 if D2< 0.
Lemma 2. Assume K{Q and L{Q. Then F is a non-CM quartic field
with a quadratic subfield K, and |=|>1. If K=L, then F is cyclic over Q. If
K{L, then F is non-galois over Q, and the composite MF is dihedral over
Q cyclic over M. Moreover
(1, 0) if D1<0,
(r(F ), r0(F))={(2, 1) if D2<0,(3, 1) otherwise.
Proof. Clearly K is quadratic over Q by K{Q. Note that
NKQ(:2&4u)=(:2&4u)(;2&4u)=D2 . (5)
Since D2 is not square in Q on account of L{Q, we see that :2&4u is
not square in K and F is quadratic over K. Consequently n(F )=4 and
f is irreducible over Q. When D1> 0, we also observe that F is not
totally imaginary, and so non-CM, because max[:2&4u, ;2&4u]=
((s+- D1)2)2&4u>0 except for the excluded case (s, t, u)=(1, &1, 1).
Hence f is not a cyclotomic polynomial and |=|>1. We notice here that
F(- ;2&4u)=K(- :2&4u, - ;2&4u) is galois over Q. As D2 is not
square in Q, it is easily seen that D2 is square in K if and only if D1D2 is
square in Q. Therefore (5) shows that FQ is galois if and only if K=L.
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In case FQ is galois, it is not bicyclic because Df =D21 D2 is not square in
Q. In case FQ is non-galois, the galois group of this irreducible quartic
polynomial f is of order 8 and dihedral as F has a quadratic subfield.
Indeed (5) implies that F(- ;2&4u) coincides with MF, which is not
bicyclic over M similarly. Since F is non-CM and the sign of D2 determines
the number of imaginary conjugates of F modulo 2, we can compute
r(F ), r0(F ) as in the last assertion by Remark 4. This completes the proof.
A class of non-galois quartic fields with a quadratic subfield can be
defined by the f above so that the polynomial discriminant Df is equal to
the field discriminant DF . For example, we have
Lemma 3. Assume K{Q, L{Q, K{L, DK=D1 and DL=D2 . Then
DF=Df . There exist infinitely many F satisfying this assumption in each of
the following cases:
(i) Fix a pair (s, u) # N_[\1], and run t # N.
(i$) Fix a pair (s, u) # N_[\1], and run &t # N.
(ii) Fix a pair (t, u) # (Z"[0,&4])_[\1], with u=(&1)t2 for even
t, and run s # N.
(iii) Fix a quadratic discriminant DK , and run (s, t, u) # N_
Z_[\1].
Proof. Since the composite MF is dihedral over Q and cyclic over M by
Lemma 2, it follows |DF |=|NMQ(fMFM fMKM) D2K DL | from the conduc-
tor-discriminant formula and the character relation of the galois group as
in [3, Satz 24] for example. Here fMFM is the finite part of the conductor
of MFM and is divisible by fMKM . Therefore Df=D21 D2=D
2
K DL | DF
under the assumption, while DF | Df always holds, hence DF=Df . To
prove the existence of infinitely many F satisfying the assumption, we may
find infinitely many examples such that D1 , D2 are quadratic discriminants,
because there are only finitely many possible exceptions with K=L in each
of the cases above. For that purpose, let us now recall a result in Nagell [6]:
If a polynomial g(x) # Z[x] is primitive, separable and having only linear
or quadratic factors, then g(x) is square free for infinitely many x # N unless
g(x) (x # N) are all divisible by the square of a fixed prime.
We are going to apply this to an appropriate factor of
D1D2=(s2&4t)((t+4u)2&4us2)
regarding the factor as a polynomial in a suitable variable over Z. We first
fix (s, u) # N_[\1], and examine the polynomial g1(t) :=D1D2 # Z[t] of
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degree 3. Then g1(t) is separable unless (s,u)=(4, 1). For any prime p>3,
we can take some t # N so that p |% g1(t) since g1(t) mod p # (ZpZ)[t] is of
degree less than p. It is easy to check 9 |% g1(s2&u+2). Suppose s is odd.
Then g1(t) is primitive and 4 |% g1(s), therefore g1(t)=D1D2 is square free
for infinitely many t # N with D1 #D2 #1 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 ,
DL=D2 . Suppose s is even, put t=4x+s+1, and consider the polynomial
h1(x) := 14 g1(4x+s+1) # Z[x]. Then the square of a fixed odd prime
does not divide h1(x) for a certain x # N. Moreover 4 |% h1(x) for any x # N.
If s#2 (mod 4), then 12h1(x) # Z[x] is primitive, and also separable, there-
fore 12h1(x)=(D18)D2 is square free for infinitely many x # N with
D1 4#2, D2 #1 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 , DL=D2 If s#0 (mod 4),
then h1(x) is primitive. If further (s, u){(4, 1), then h1(x) is also
separable, therefore h1(x)=(D1 4)D2 is square free for infinitely many
x # N with D1 4#3, D2 #1 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 , DL=D2 .
Otherwise (s, u)=(4, 1), then D1=&4(4x+1) and D2=(4x+1)(4x+17).
We now see that D2 , together with its factor D1 4, is square free for
infinitely many x # N with D1 4#3, D2 #1 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 ,
DL=D2 . Thus, in the case (i), infinitely many F satisfy the assumption.
The case (i$) is the same if we replace t by &t. We next fix
(t, u) # (Z"[0, 4])_[\1] with u=(&1) t2 for even t, and examine the
polynomial g2(s) :=D1 D2 # Z[s] of degree 4. An analogous discussion can
be applied to g2(s). Suppose t is odd. Then g2(s)=D1D2 is square free for
infinitely many s # N with D1 #D2 #1 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 ,
DL=D2 . Suppose t is even with u=(&1)t2, put s=2x+1, and consider
the polynomial h2(x) := 14 g2(2x+1) # Z[x]. If t#2 (mod 4), then
1
2h2(x)=D1(D2 8) is square free for infinitely many x # N with D1 #1,
D2 4#2 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 , DL=D2 . If t#0 (mod 4), t{4,
then h2(x)=D1(D2 4) is square free for infinitely many x # N with D1 #1,
D2 4#3 (mod 4), and hence DK=D1 , DL=D2 . Otherwise t=4, then
D1=&D2 4=(2x+1)2&16. We now see that D1=&D2 4 is square free
for infinitely many x # N with D1 #1, D2 4#3 (mod 4), and hence
DK=D1 , DL=D2 . Thus, in the case (ii), infinitely many F satisfy the
assumption. In the case (iii), we should modify the method as follows.
Fix a quadratic discriminant DK=4a+b with a=[DK 4], b # [0, 1],
and put s=2v+b, t=v2+bv&a, u=1. Here [}] is the Gau?
symbol. Then D1=DK and we can examine the primitive separable
polynomial
g3(v) :=D2=((v+2)2+b(v+2)&a)((v&2)2+b(v&2)&a) # Z[v].
By the same way, we can find infinitely many F satisfying the assumption
so that DL #1 (mod 4) when b=0 or a is odd and that DL4#3 (mod 4)
when b=1 and a is even, though details are omitted.
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4. Quartic Non-CM Fields of Unit Rank 1
In this section, we study the case where (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 1, 0),
namely the case of quartic non-CM fields F of unit rank 1 with or without
a quadratic subfield. Let us first slightly improve the lower estimate of RF
in [1, Theorem 4] by a simpler method. The function l(x) being as in (1),
one has
Proposition 1. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 1, 0). Then
RF>l( 4- DF 16) if DF28
and
RFl(- - DF 16+4) if DF214.
When F contains a quadratic subfield K,
RFl(- D0&2) if D0 :=DF D&2K 24.
Proof. Let EF=WF _(=), |=|>1. Then the discriminant DF (=) of = is
a non-zero multiple of DF as F=Q(=), and the conjugates of = are |=|e\i%,
|=|&1e\i, with &?<,<0<%<?. Therefore
- DF- DF (=)=(x&y)(a&x)(a&y),
where &2<y :=2 cos(%&,) <x :=2 cos(%+,) 2<a :=|=| 2 + |=| &2.
Since - DF (=) is a monotone decreasing function of y, we see
- DF(a+2)(x+2)(a&x). (6)
The right side attains its maximum at x=(a&2)2. Hence
- DF 14(a+2)3<min[4a2, 27] if a<6.
When (a&2)22, the right side of (6) attains its maximum at x=2.
Hence
- DF4(a2&4) if a6.
Thus the first two estimates follow from RF=log |=| 2=l(a). When F has a
quadratic subfield K, the norm NKQ(DFK (=)) of the discriminant DFK (=)
of = relative to FK is given by (a&x)2 or (a&y)2 since F is non-CM, and
it is a non-zero multiple of the norm NKQ(DFK)=D0 of the discriminant
DFK of the relative extension FK since F=K(=). Hence D0(a+2)2, and
the last estimate is shown.
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Remark 5. The proof of this proposition remains valid for any quartic
CM field F if a fundamental unit of F is a primitive element of FQ but
there are only a finite number of such F over a fixed real quadratic field as
we easily see on account of Lemma 1. Cusick's example in [1, Sect. 7]
belongs to such a case.
We now construct infinitely many non-galois F with asymptotically mini-
mal regulators for (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F))=(4, 1, 0).
Proposition 2. Under the notation and the assumption of Lemma 3, let
DK<0, therefore (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 1, 0) by Lemma 2 and t>0 by
definition. Then EF=WF _(=) unless (s, t, u)=(3, 3, 1), (4, 5, 1), (5, 7, 1)
or (1, 1, &1). Fixing (s, u) # N_[\1], one has
RF=
1
4
log
DF
16
+o(1) as DF  .
Fixing a quadratic discriminant DK<0, one has
RF= 12 log D0+o(1) as D0 :=DFD
&2
K =DL  .
Proof. Under our assumption, recall that the irreducible polynomial
f =X4&sX3+(t+2u)X2&usX+1
has the imaginary zeros =, u=, = , u= with |=|>1,
X2&sX+t=(X&:)(X&;), :==+
u
=
, ;== +
u
=
,
and that DL=(t+4u)2&4us2>0. We therefore observe that
X2&tX+
t2&DL
4
=(X&a)(X&b), a :=== +
1
==
, b :=
u=
=
+
u=
=
,
and hence
a=|=| 2+|=| &2= 12(t+- DL) (7)
because a>2b. Assume DF28 for a while. If we note
EF=WF _(=)  RF=log |=| 2  2RF>log |=| 2,
we can derive from the first inequality of Proposition 1 that EF=WF _(=)
if
l( 4- DF 16)log |=|.
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By (3), (7), DF=D2K DL and DK=s
2&4t<0, this condition is easily shown
to be equivalent to
g(u, s, t) :=(DK+2)2 DL &(2t+8)20. (8)
Though this is clearly satisfied by a large t when s, u are fixed, we need a
more precise result. Since s>0 and t>s24, we may consider the following
cases:
tq2&q+1 for u=\1, s=2q&1, with q # N.
tq2+1 for u=\1, s=2q, with q # N.
When u=&1 and s=2q&1 with q # N, we write
g(&1, 2q&1, q2&q+3+v)= :
4
j=0
kj v j
with explicit polynomials kj (0 j4) in q over Z. In order to see
4j=0 kj v
j0 for v0, it is sufficient to check kj0 (0 j4) for q1,
and that is actually shown to be true. We can also check
g(&1, 2q&1, q2&q+2) 0 directly. This implies that EF=WF_(=) if
tq2&q+2 for u=&1, s=2q&1 with q # N.
Verifying the condition (8) when u=1 or s=2q with q # N by the same
way and summarizing them, we see that EF=WF _(=) with the following
possible exceptions:
(s, t, u)=(2q&1, q2&q+1, \1), (2q, q2+1, \1) (q # N). (9)
Assume DF=D2K DL<2
8 now. Then DK=&3, &4 or &7 by DL 5. If
DK=&3, then s=2q&1, t=q2&q+1 with q # N. If DK =&4, then
s=2q, t=q2+1 with q # N. These are nothing but the cases in (9). If
DK=&7, then DL=5, and Remark 4 implies 5&28u=(t&4u)2 which is
a contradiction. So, let us assume (9) from now. Using (3), (7) and
DL=D0 , we next derive from the last estimate of Proposition 1 that
EF=WF _(=) if DL 16, l(- D0&2)>log |=|, or equivalently if
DL16, 2DL+4&t>9- DL .
Since DL and t are expressed as explicit polynomials in q over Z by (9),
these inequalities can easily be checked after some calculation, and the first
assertion is proved, though details are omitted. When EF=WF_(=) , we
have
RF=log |=| 2=l(a). (10)
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Hence, by the fact that DF , DL are polynomials in t respectively of degree
4, 2 and with leading coefficients 16, 1, the second assertion follows from
(2) and (7). We also have
a= 12(- DL+- DL+4uDK+4u)
by (7), t>0 and Remark 4. Hence the third assertion follows from (10).
Proof of Theorem 1 in Section 1. Let R0 be the maximum of the
regulators of non-CM quartic fields of unit rank 1 with discriminant less
than 28. Then
RFB :=max[l( 4- DF16), R0]
by Proposition 1, and
B=
1
4
log
DF
16
+o(1) as DF  
by (2). Therefore Proposition 2, combined with Lemmas 2 and 3.(i), clearly
completes the proof.
5. Quartic Fields of Unit Rank 2
In this section, we study the case where (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 2, 1),
namely the case of quartic fields F of unit rank 2 with a quadratic sub-
field. Let K be the real quadratic subfield of F. Then, as in [7, (4)&(7),
Remark 1] for example, the group EFK :=[! # EF | !>0, NFK (!)=1] of
positive (and consequently totally positive) relative units is free of rank 1,
EFK & EK=1, and Q :=(EF : EFK_EK) 2. Let us first improve the
lower estimate of QRFRK in [8, Lemma 2] slightly. The function l(x)
being as in (1), one has
Proposition 3. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 2, 1) and the notation be as
above. Then
QRF
RK
>log \ 314 |DF|+\
317
27 +
3
&
290
27 + ,
QRF
RK
>l \ 314 |DF|+\
344
27 +
3
&
290
27 + ,
QRF
RK
>l \14 |DF D&2K |+2+ .
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Proof. Let EFK=(=) with =>1. Then 1= is the other real conjugate
of =, therefore QRF=|(log =)(log |'| )&(log(1=))(log |'| )| with a funda-
mental unit ' of K, and so
QRF RK=log =2. (11)
As in the proof of [8, Lemma 2],
|DF |g :=(:2&4)(:+x)4(4&x2), (12)
where : :==+=&1>2 and x is determined by
h :=3x2+:x&8=0, 83:
&1<x< 43. (13)
We transform (12) by the equality in (13) in the form
|DF |g&(16:4&64:2)h= :
6
j=0
kj x j
with explicit polynomials kj (0 j 6) in : over Z. In order to see
6j=0 kj x
j is a strictly monotone decreasing function of x, it is sufficient to
check kj<0 (1 j 6) for :>2, and that is shown to be actually true.
Therefore
|DF |< :
6
j=0
kj ( 83 :
&1) j (14)
by the lower estimate of x in (13). Since the last term is a rational function
of : with coefficients in Q, we can verify that it is not larger than
4 \\:2+23627 +
3
&\34427 +
3
+
for :>2 by an elementary calculation. Namely
=2+= &2> 314 |DF|+\
344
27 +
3
&
290
27
.
Hence, together with (3) and (11), the second inequality is proved. From
(14), it also follows that
|DF|< :
6
j=0
kj ( 83 (=+=
&1)&1) j.
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Since the last term is an explicit rational function of = with coefficients in
Q, we can verify that it is not larger than
4 \\=2+29027 +
3
&\31727 +
3
+
for =>1 by a similar elementary calculation. Hence the first inequality is
proved by (11). The conjugates of = are =\1 and e\i% with 0 <%<?, and
K is the maximal real subfield of F. Therefore, by the same argument as in
the proof of the last estimate of Proposition 1, we have |DFD&2K |=
NKQ(DFK)NKQ(DFK (=))=(:2&4)(4&4 cos 2%)<4(:2&4). Hence the
last inequality is proved because QRF RK=l(:2&2) by (11).
We now construct F with minimal regulators for (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=
(4, 2, 1).
Proposition 4. Under the notation and the assumption of Lemma 3, let
DL<0, therefore (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 2, 1) by Lemma 2 and u=1 by
definition. Then EFK=(=) unless (t, s)=(&5, 1). Fixing t # Z"((2+4Z) _
[0, &4]), one has
QRF
RK
=
1
3
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  .
In particular, if t=\1, then EK=(&1, =+=&1) , Q=1, EF=
(&1, =, =+=&1) unless (t, s)=(1, 3) or (&1, 2), and
RK= 12 log DK+o(1) as DK  .
Proof. Under our assumption, recall that the irreducible polynomial
f=X4&sX3+(t+2)X2&sX+1
has the real zeros =\1 with =>1 and the complex zeros e\i% with 0<%<?,
X2&sX+t=(X&:)(X&;), :==+
1
=
, ;=2 cos %,
and that DK=s2&4t>0. We therefore observe that
:==+=&1= 12 (s+- Dk) (15)
because :>2>;. As in the proof of Proposition 2, we can derive from the
second inequality of Proposition 3 that EFK=(=) if
|DF |4 \\:+29027 +
3
&\34427 +
3
+ .
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By (15), DF=D2K DL and DL=(t+4)
2&4s2<0, this condition is easily
shown to be equivalent to
g(t, s) :=h(t, s)2&(3(s+c)2+DK)2 DK
h(t, s) := &2D2K DL &(s+c)
3&3(s+c) DK+(c+4)3
0,
0,= (16)
where c=58027. Though this is clearly satisfied by a large s when t is
fixed, we need a more precise result. Since t # Z"((2+4Z) _ [0, &4]) and
s>|t+4|2, we may consider the following cases:
sq
s2q+2\1
for t=\(2q&1)&4 with q # N.
for t=\(4q+2)&2 with q # N.
When t=2q&5 with q # N, we put s=q+v, q=8+w, and expand g(t, s),
h(t, s) as polynomials in v, w. Then we observe that all the coefficients are
non-negative. This implies that (16) holds if v0, w0, namely if sq8.
In a similar manner, we can prove that (16) holds if sq+14,
sq+24 or sq+34. We can also check that (16) is true for
s=q+1=2, s=q+1=3, s=q+2=3 directly. Therefoer EFK=(=) if
sq+1 or s=q8 for t=2q&5 with q # N.
Verifying the condition (16) for other cases by the same way and sum-
marizing them, we see that EFK=(=) with the following possible excep-
tions:
(t, s)=(&3, 1), (&1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 4), (5, 5), (7, 6), (9, 7), (&5, 1), (4, 5).
(17)
We next derive from the last inequality of Proposition 3 that EFK=(=) if
l( 14 |DF D
&2
K |+2)log =,
or equivalently if
&DL &2s+82 - DK
on account of (3), (15) and DF D&2K =DL<0. It is much easier to check
that only (t, s)=(&5, 1) does not satisfy this condition among the possible
exceptions in (17), and the first assertion is proved. When EFK=(=) , as
in (11), we have
QRF RK=log =2=l(:2&2).
Hence, by the fact that |DF |, DK are polynomials in s respectively of degree
6, 2 and with leading coefficients 4, 1, the second assertion follows from (2)
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and (15). Let us now assume t=\1. The case (t, s)=(1, 2) or (&1, 1) is
excluded by 0<(t+4)2&4s2{DL<0. Then [9, Satz XIII] claims that :
is a fundamental unit of the quadratic field K unless (t, s)=(1, 3) and that
RK=(12) log DK+o(1) (DK  ). Note here Z[:] is the ring of integers
of K, and Z[=]=Z[:, =] is that of F. If Q=2, then the fact L{Q(- &1)
implies that :==(#+$=)2 with certain non-zero integers #, $ of K by [7,
(7)] and [8, Remark 2], consequently :=(:\2)$2 as is easily seen, but it
is not the case since NKQ(:\2)=t\2s+4 which cannot divide
t=NKQ(:)=\1 unless (t, s)=(1, 3) or (&1, 2). Therefore Q=1 is
shown, and the last assertion is proved.
Remark 6. We could not give infinitely many F over a fixed real
quadratic field. There are only a finite number of F by Remark 4 if the
quadratic discriminant DK is bounded in Proposition 4. This is the reason
why we could not solve Problem 1 in this case by the field F in Section 3.
Proof of Theorem 2 in Section 1. On account of Section 2.1, we have
RKB1 :=l(- DK)
with
B1= 12 log DK+o(1) as DK  .
Since Q2, we also have
RF
RK
>B2 :=
1
2
log \ 314 |DF|+\
317
27 +
3
&
290
27 +
by Proposition 3 with
B2=
1
6
log
|DF |
4
+o(1) as |DF |  .
Therefore Proposition 4, combined with Lemmas 2 and 3.(ii), clearly com-
pletes the proof.
6. Quartic Fields of Unit Rank 3
In this section, we study the case where (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 3, 1),
namely the case of quartic fields F of unit rank 3 with a quadratic subfield.
For a while, let F have a unique quadratic subfield K, namely let F be not
bicyclic, so that F=Q(:) for every : # F"K. Then, as in [7, (8)(11)]
and [2, Proposition 1] for example, the group EFK :=[! # EF | !>0,
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NFK (=)=\1] of positive (but not necessarily totally positive) relative
units is free of rank 2, EFK & EK=1, and Q :=(EF : EFK_EK)2. (See
also [7, Sect. 1.2, A].) Let us first give a lower bound of QRFRK .
Proposition 5. Let (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 3, 1), the field F not
bicyclic, and the notation be as above. Then
QRF
RK

- 3
40
log2
DF
16
.
Proof. We see that QRFRK is equal to the discriminant d(Log (EFK))
of the lattice Log(EFK) of rank 2, where Log: F _  R4 is the standard
logarithmic embedding. Minkowski's theorem (cf. [14, (3.34a), (3.35a)])
on successive minima with respect to the euclidean norm & } & therefore
yields
QRF
RK
=d(Log(EFK))
- 3
2
min[&Log (=)&2 | = # EFK , ={1]. (18)
Let = # EFK , ={1. Then the discriminant DF (=) of = is a non-zero multiple
of DF as F=Q(=) by =  K, and the conjugates of = are !, u!&1, ', u'&1
with |!||'|>1, u= \1. Therefore
DFDF (=)=\!3' \1&'!+\1&
u
!'+\1&
u
!2+\1&
'
!+\1&
u
'2+\1&
u
!'++
2
.
Since 0(1&+)(1&&)(1&+&) 2 for all real numbers +, & in the closed
interval [&1,1], the following holds:
log2 (DF 16)
&Log(=)&2

(6x+2y)2
2(x2+y2)
20.
Here x :=log |!|y :=log |'|>0. This completes the proof together with
(18).
We now construct non-galois F with asymptotically nearly minimal
regulators for the case (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4, 3, 1).
Proposition 6. Under the notation and the assumption of Lemma 3,
let s>6, t=1 and u=&1, therefore DK=s2&4, DL=4s2+9, DF=
(s2&4)2 (4s2+9) and (n(F ), r(F ), r0(F ))=(4,3,1) by Lemma 2. Then
EFK=(=, (=+1)(=&1)) , and
QRF
RK
=
1
18
log
DF
4
log
DF
210
+o(1) as DF  .
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Moreover EK=(&1, =&=&1) , Q=2, EF=(&1, =, =+1, =&1) , and
RK= 12 log DK+o(1) as DK  .
Proof. Under our assumption, note that the irreducible polynomial
f=X4&sX3&X2+sX+1
has the real zeros =, &1=, ', &1' with
1<(4s+1)(4s&1)<'<(4s&1)(4s&3)<s&1<=<s. (19)
It is easy to see that = # EFK . We can find another unit # # EFK with con-
jugates #, &1#, $, &1$, where
#=
=+1
=&1
, $=
'+1
'&1
.
If = j=#k for certain non-zero rational integers j, k, then we may suppose
j, k are both positive as =>1, and hence 1<(=') j=(#$)k<1 which is a
contradiction. Therefore = and # are 2 independent units of EFK . Using the
discriminant of a standard logarithmic lattice as in (18), we write
(EFK : (=, #) )=
d(Log((=, #) ))
d(Log(EFK))
=
Log ((=, #) ))
QRFRK
.
By this, we can derive from Proposition 5 that (EFK : (=, #) )<3 if
3 - 3
40
log2
DF
16
>d(Log((=, #) ))=2((log =)(log $)&(log ')(log #)). (20)
Since (log =)(log $)<(log(s))(log (4s))<log 2(2s) on account of (19) and
since DF=D2K DL , a sufficient condition for (20) is given by
3 - 340 log \
(s&2)6
4 +- 2 log (2s),
which holds when s13 as is easily verified. When 7s12, we can check
(20) directly by
== 12(:+- :2+4), '= 12(:&1+- :&2+4) with := 12(s+- DK).
Consequently (EFK : (=, #) )2 is shown. Suppose (EFK : (=, #) )=2. Then
one of =, #, =# should be square in the totally real field F. Since = or # is not
square in F as NFK (=)=NFK (#)=&1, we see that =# is square in F. then
the relation :==&=&1=(=+1)2=# implies that : is square in F. We know
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: is a fundamental unit of K by [9, Satz XIII]. so F=K(- :), and the
norm NKQ(DFK)=D&2K DF=DL=4s
2+9 of the relative discriminant
DFK is a power of 2, which is a contradiction. Thus EFK=(=, #) and then,
we have
QRF
RK
=2((log =)(log $)&(log ')(log #)).
Hence the first assertion follows from (19). The relation :=#=(=+1)2
means Q=2 by EK=( &1, :) as is mentioned above, and the last asser-
tion is proved.
Remark 7. Real cyclic quartic fields in M. N. Gras [2] belong to the
special case (t, u)=(&4, &1) of Lemma 2. We can show analogous results
for these simplest quartic fields.
Proof of Theorem 3 in Section 1. On account of Section 2.1, we can
complete the proof of (i) similarly as Theorems 1, 2 by Propositions 5, 6,
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.(ii) combined with (2). Let now the assumption be
as in (ii). Then QRF=4RK1 RK2 RK3 with Q :=(EF : EK1EK2 EK3)=1, 2 or 4
by [5, Satz 5], so explicit lower estimates come from Section 2.1. For s # Z,
s>1, such that m1 :=16s2&1 is square free, let
K1=Q(- m1), K2=Q(- m2), K3=Q(- m3), F=Q(- m2, - m3),
where m2=4s2&1, m3=4s2+1 so that m1=m2m3 . Then DK1=4m1 ,
DK2=4m2 , and
=1 :=4s2+- m1, =2 :=2s+- m2
are fundamental units of K1 , K2 with asymptotically minimal regulators by
[9, Satz XIII]. Moreover DK3=m3 , and
=3 :=2s+- m3
is a fundamental unit of K3 again by [9, Satz XIII] since
=3<\- m3+- m3 &42 +
2
as is easily verified, therefore
RK3=
1
2 log (4Dk3)+o(1).
We also have DF=DK1 DK2 DK3=D
2
K1=(DK2 DK3)
2=16(16s4&1)2. It
follows from [5, Satz 1] that Q=1 if none of =1 , =2 , =1 =2 is square in F.
Using [5, Zusa tze 1, 2], we can indeed verify Q=1 by the condition that
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l6s2&1 is square free. Since 16s4&1 is square free for infinitely many s # N
by [6] similarly as Lemma 3, we complete the proof.
Remark 8. Cusick [1, Lemma 3] gave real bicyclic quartic fields F
with RF=O(log 2DF), which is the first non-trivial case of the solution of
Problem 1.
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